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To leave a message when the 579 extension is busy, or to hear the the
present status of the hardware, call 313. The consulting office is closed
Wednesdays from 13:30 to 14:30 for consulting staff meetings.

08:30-12:30 13:00-17:00

MONDAY Barb Horner Erich Thanhardt
TUESDAY Barb Horner Harsh Anand Passi
WEDNESDAY Ken Hansen Dave Kennison
THURSDAY Erich Thanhardt Harsh Anand Passi
FRIDAY Ken Hansen Dave Kennison

a9HiXB OFP MV'. IA M r.ABILfTY'
All machines may be down from 07:00 until 08:30 daily for Systems Checkout.
In addition, some machines will be down for Preventive Maintenance as fol-
lows: 7600, 06:00-07:00 (M T W Th F); CRAY-1, 06:00-07:00 (M Th), 06:00-
07:30 (T) , 06:00-06:30 (F); TMS-4, 06:00-07:00 (daily); MDDCOMP, 08:00-
12:00 (ist Monday of month).

The Read is published monthly by the Scientific Computing Division of the
National Center for Atmospheric Research. NCAR is operated by the Univer-
sity Corporation for Atmospheric Research and is sponsored by the National
Science Foundation. Reference to a company or product name does not imply
approval or recommendation of the product to the exclusion of others.
David Maxey, Editor; Ann Cowley, Head, User Interfaces; Astrik Deir-
mendjian, Trouble/Design Reports; Sylvia Darmour, Summary of NCAR Computer
Use; Mary Bartels, Computer Resources Allocated.
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THE IBM 4341 GROUP
Left to right--
Marie Working and :01
Phylecia Brandley.

I3 4341 Group

(This is the fourth in a series of articles on the SCD Systems Department.)

The IBM Group within the Systems Department is responsible for the I/O Satel-
lite which consists of an IBM 4341 system running VM/SP, an IBM Series I com-
puter running the Yale ASCII Terminal Communications System and a Digital
Equipment Corporation (DEC) PDP 11/34 mini-computer running NCAR-written
software. The Series I and the PDP 11/34 both provide full-screen capabili-
ties to a variety of asynchronous ASCII terminals attached locally or through
dial-up facilities. The Group installs and maintains the software on these
computers.

IBM distributes corrections for the operating systems, compilers, assemblers
and utilities for the 4341 and Series I. The IBM Group integrates these
corrections with locally developed code and tests the resultant systems before
releasing them for general use. As mentioned previously, the PDP 11/34
software is maintained locally.

In addition to maintaining vendor-supplied software, system enhancements from
sources such as the University of Waterloo in Canada have been installed and
are supported by the IBM Group.
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Interfacing the IBM 4341 into the NCAR Local Network was accomplished shortly
after the system was installed. Code for a direct connection from the IBM
4341 to the CRAY-1 is currently being tested. The IBM Remote Spooling Commun-
ications Subsystem is being modified at NCAR to accept commands that are
currently supported by the MODCOXMP. A number of useful EXECs (files of job
control language commands) have been written locally and are available to the
general user.

IBM Group members provide consulting to NCAR's I/O Satellite users. They also
attend the biannual meetings of SHARE, the IBM Users Group, to suggest
improvements to the IBM-supplied systems and products.

by Marie Working

Hardhare Itlease .lini er

All users of the Scientific Computing Division are reminded that the dd80
microfilm system was retired on July 1, 1982. Please note that on August 1,
1982, the 7600 card punch will also be retired.

Details of the dd80 retirement may be found in the April issue of The Record,
and information concerning the removal of the 7600 card punch is located in
the May issue.

Erram - FILL on XIIIB

In the last issue of The Record, it was announced that a new file, FILL, was
added to XLIB. In addition, a small job was included that a user could run to
obtain a write-up of FILL. That job will not run.

The correct job to run for this information is:

*JOB,...
*RUN ,BS=ULIB,BN=DOCLIST,EM,ED

FETCH P=XLIB,SN=FILL
*END

-4- July 1, 19 82
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Two courses will be offered during the first two weeks of July, 1982. They
are:

1. An Introduction to the IBM 4341 Computing System
July 7 and 9, 1982
9:00 - 11:30 AM

2. An Introduction to Vectorization
July 12, 14, and 16, 1982
9:00 - 10:00

To register for these courses, please contact Greg McArthur, SCD Training Pro-
ject Coordinator (ext. 532). Space will be limited and participants will be
admitted on a first come, first serve basis.

harges for Use o NaR omt ing Systes

Under policy approved by the National Science Foundation and the University
Corporation for Atmospheric Research, charges for use of NCAR computing sys-
tems began October 1, 1980. During the current fiscal year (through September
30, 1982), all projects, except those sponsored by the NSF, are subject to
charges at the rate of $0.38 per CRU on the Control Data 7600 and $2,124 per
CCU on the CRAY-1. The policy will continue in FY1983 (October 1, 1982
through September 30, 1983), when the rates will be $0.42 per CRU and $2,239
per CCU. It should be noted that computing carried out in low priority back-
ground mode is charged at 1/3 of these rates (i.e., $0.14 per CRU and $746.33
per CCU in FY1983).

Ir To OttainC QCY Mauals

Beginning October 1, 1982, most SCD users will need to order Cray documenta-
tion directly from Cray Research, Inc. SCD will provide all users with change
packets for the next Cray release (1.11) during the month of July 1982; fol-
lowing this, users will need to order their own updates.

Users within NCAR will obtain Cray documentation from a designated person
within their division. Procedures for ordering these documents are being sent
to each division office.

-5-
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For users outside of NCAR, manuals and subscriptions to updates may be ordered
using the attached order blank. Orders should be sent to the following
address:

Cray Research, Inc.
Publications Department
1440 Northland Drive
Mendota Heights, MN 55120

Although we will no longer have Cray manuals to distribute, we will continue
to provide information about Cray manual releases, new documentation, etc., as
well as recommendations about which manuals are necessary. This information
will appear as a regular feature in The Record. It is suggested that all
users subscribe to and read The Record. We are presently in the process of
adding all users of record to our mailing list; you may subscribe by contact-
ing Dave Maxey (ext. 529).

The following Cray manuals are recomcended:

DOC. NO. REV. PRICE DESCRIPTION:

SR-0009 H $16.00 Fortran (CFT) Ref. Manual
$12.00 2-Year Update Subscription

SR-0011 I $22.00 Cray-OS (COS) Ref. Manual
I-01 nc Vers. 1.09 Change packet
1-02 nc Vers. 1.10 Change packet

SR-0011 $15.00 2-Year Update Subscription

SR-0014 E $ 9.00 Library Reference Manual
E-01 nc Ver. 1.10 Change packet

SR-0014 $ 6.00 2-Year Update Subscription

SR-0013 D $ 5.00 Update Reference Manual
SR-0013 2.00 2-Year Update Subscription

The SCD will provide one set of manuals on a one-time basis for new users.
These may be ordered when the project and user numbers are obtained.

If you have any questions about this process, or about Cray documentation in
general, contact Sal Farfan (ext. 346).

by Linda Besen

DIFMD Pilee Sie imit

With the removal of the dd80 COM system effective July 1, 1982, it is neces-
sary to implement a limit on file size sent to the DICOMED. This limit will
go into effect July 6, 1982. The file size limit will be 75,000 blocks
(38,400,000 characters). This limit is approximately 25% larger than the

-6-
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previous dd8O offline limit. Exceeding this limit will produce no film, and
an appropriate error message will be generated on the host system.

In order to provide timely DICX'ED turnaround, no files larger than 10,000
blocks will be run during prime working hours. Any files larger than 10,000
blocks and not exceeding 75,000 blocks will be held on the DIODMED disk and
processed on off-prime hours. Any questions are to be directed to Bob Nif-
fenegger (ext. 574) or to Andy Robertson (ext. 583 or 535).

11 ~a~r e ie9 of an ttg- 8h )pc Y-1l

GErS1--moo Retrieve Specified Library Source Files

The GETS1C command may be used to access library source files from the CRAY-I
for the libraries CRAYLIB, ULIB, XLIB and TESTLIB by the CDC 7600 library file
names. It is no longer necessary to truncate the file names. (See page 6,
Vol. 3, No. 6 of The Record.)

To access and list the source for the subprogram (X)NRECSMI'H fran CRAYLIB,
include the following command in the CRAY-l job:

GESRC ,LIBCRAYLIB, FILE=COtWRZ23IMTH L=$OTf ,NR.

One can access source for as many as eight files by a single GTSRIC command.
Note that the number of files on the output dataset is the same as the number
of files specified for the keyword FILE on the GBTSRC command. However, there
are two exceptions. If LIB=$SCILIB or LIB=$SYSLIB, there is only one file on
the output dataset irrespective of.the number of files specified for the key-
word FILE by the single GEO SRC command.

To access, compile and obtain FORTRAN listings for the subprograms CONRECSMTH
and EZMAP fran CRAYLIB, include the following control statement in the CRAY
JCL :

GESRC ,LIB=CRAYLIB ,FILE= (CONRECSMI'H :EZMAP) ,L=DSNAME,NR.
CFA, I=DSNAME .
CFr, I=DSNAP4E_-.

To access, compile and obtain FORRAN listings for the subprograms SGEFA and
SGESL from $SCILIB, include the following control statement in the CRAY JCL:

ETSRC ,LIB=$SCILIB ,FILE (SGEFA: SGESL;) ,LDSAME.
CF,I=~DSNAME.

by Harsh Anand Passi

_7-
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Plot Packages Oanged

All SCD-supported metacode-generating plot packages were updated on Sunday,
June 20.

The changes should be transparent to all current 7600 PLOr .META users and
CRAY-1 graphics users except:

1. Those whose programs are very close to memory limits.
2. Those who have copies of the plot package system

common block in their programs.
3. Anyone using mods to PLOl.META or PLOT.8.8.

An entry point has been added for setting certain conditions of the plot pack-
age, and a companion entry point added for interrogating these conditions.
These conditions are concerned with the executing state of the package, and
are non-graphical in the sense that they do not affect the appearance of the
plots (unlike the options which can be set via OPTN.)

The condition setting entry is SETCND. The call to SETCND is of the form

CALL SETCND (2Hxx,value)

where "xx" is a two-character keyword, and "value" is the value to be assigned
to the keyword, an integer variable or constant.

Initially, there is but one condition which is intended for manipulation by
users of currently implemented plot packages. This is the metacode output
unit. The keyword for the metacode output unit is MU. On the 7600, MU can be
set to any legal logical unit number, and on the CRAY-l, MU can be set to any
legal logical unit number, or dataset name. The default logical unit number
on the 7600 is 8, and the default dataset on the CRAY-1 is $PLT.

The capability of changing output units is useful in two ways. First, all of
the metacode from a program execution can be recorded on another unit if the
default unit is unsatisfactory. Alternately, multiple metafiles can be gen-
erated in a single execution. This allows at execution time for splitting
large metafiles into smaller, more manageable metafiles. It also allows for
sorting frames as they are generated into separate metafiles.

Although it may appear that calling FLUSH and changing output units in mid-
frame would give users a FLASH-like capability with disk-resident instruction
buffers, such usage is not practical at this time. Because the original
intention was changing output units on a frame-by-frame basis, plotter options
(set via OPTN) will not be handled properly, as is the case with FLASH usage.
An adjustment to the options logic in the future will make this usage practi-
cal.

Other keywords can be set by SETICND to aid in implementing the NCAR Plot Pack-
age on machines where INTT is impossible or difficult to implement. These
keywords and their values are described in the INIT documentation in the
Implementor's Guide section of the NCAR Graphics Manual.

-8-
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To interrogate the value of a plot package condition set by a SB71lND call, use
a GE I ND call:

CALL GEICND (2xx,value)

where "xx" is a valid keyword (as described above).

Plot package entries SET, GRIDAL, and TRANS have been modified. The blockdata
subroutine Q8QSDA and the Q8QPPC common block have been changed in PLOT.MEIA;
the blockdata subroutine Z8ZPBD and the SYSPLT common block have been changed
on the CRAY-l. The common blocks have two additional arrays MPA14 and MPVAL
appended to them; each of these arrays is of length 13. If a loader, which
determines the length of a ccrun block by its first encounter (such as the
7600 or CRAY-l), and if one of these comnn blocks appears in a user entry, it
will have to be changed appropriately, or the plot package BLOCKDATA will have
to be loaded before the user entry having the corrron block in it.

The following tables sumiarize the increase in sizes:

7600

OLD NEW INCREASE

GRIDAL 450 552 92
SET 268 277 9
Q8QTRN 95 105 10

GECND 0 44 44
SETCND 0 45 45
CON )N Q8QPPC 411 437 26

TC1TAL 226

The entire PLCr.MErTA package will increase fran 3746 words required
to 3972 words required.

CRAY-l

OLD NEW INCREASE

GRIDAL 359 440 81
SET 247 255 8
TRANS 91 105 14
GETI1ND 0 58 58
SErND 0 59 59
OlTYN SYSPLT 337 363 26

TOTSL 246

Since the plot package on the CRAY-l is contained on the binary library
NCARLB~~TTTT~~~~TTTT, only those subroutines which are called are loaded. A program on the
CRAY-l which accesses plot package entries but does not call G3RIDAL~~~IIIII~~~~~IIII would
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require only 48 additional words of storage with the advent of the updated
package.

by Fred Clare

New Sparse Matrix 1 outi s Available on the CR-1

MA32 is a package of FORTRAN subroutines to solve sparse systems of nonsym-
metric linear equations developed by I.S. Duff for the Harwell Subroutine
Library,

MA32 has several useful features:

1. The frontal technique is used for factoring a sparse matrix, thereby
utilizing the vectorization capabilities of the CRAY-1.

2. Direct access datasets are used for storing the matrix factors. This
reduces storage requirements considerably.

3. P systems of equations, which share the same coefficient matrix A and
which have p right-hand-side vectors that are known at the beginning of
the solution process, may be solved simultaneously.

4. When used as part of a finite element solver, the user may specify the
matrix A by supplying the element stiffness matrices. In other applica-
tions A may be specified one row at a time by supplying the non-zero
coefficients of the input row, the row index, and the column indices of
the non-zero coefficients.

MA32 was compared with NDRV from the Yale
500 block tridiagonal system of equations,

Time for factorization and
solution of one system.

Time for simultaneous factor-
ization and solution of
two systems with the same
matrix. (MA32 only)

Time for solution of addition-
al system using prior
factor ization.

Storage for factorization and
solution of one system.

sparse matrix routine, on a 500 by
with the following results:

NDRV MA32
2.45 0.622 seconds CPU

* 0.683 seconds CPU

0.0566 0.101 seconds CPU

152899 46707 words

Though MA32 is designed for solving nonsymmnetric systems, it has also proven
useful for symmetric problems. NASTI News, March, 1982 reported significant
savings in time and storage when using MA32 on a CRAY-1 in place of a positive
definite band solver.

-10-
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MA32 is available as source code on CRAYLIB. It is intended only for use on
the CRAY-l. To access and compile MA32 directly from the CRAY-I use the fol-
lowing.job control ;cards.

GErSIRZ ,LIB=CRAYLIB ,FILE=MA32 ,L=SOURCE.

Documentation on MA32 is available in the Consulting Library. Online documen-
tation may be listed by the following ccmmiand in a CRAY-l job.

GETDOC ,LIB=CRAYL IB ,DOC=MA32.

References:

1. Duff, 1.S. MA32 - A package for solving sparse unsymmetric systems using
the frontal method. Harwell Report AERE R.10079.

2. NASrI News (Oak Ridge Laboratories), March 1982, pp, 25-33.

by Randolph Back

Hr to Purge Yawr 0Om s

The SCD has provided a great deal of publicity on how to save VSNs from the
regular quarterly purge, but has given users less information on how to delete
unwanted VSNs without waiting for the purge. Acting on this information will
help make the Mass Storage Device a more manageable monster, speeding
throughput for all by eliminating obsolete data from its Master File Directory
and its tape reels at the earliest.possible moment.

For 7600 VSNs, the Stageout parameter (STAGEO r=MZ) will delete the mass store
image from the MSD. To delete many (no more than 19) 7600 VSNs in one job:

*JOB ....
*VOLUME,,1,VSN-voll ,SrAGEOUr=MZ
*VOLUME, 2 ,VSN=vol2 , STAGEUr=MZ
*VOLEJME, 3 ,VSN=vol3 , SrAGEOJr=MZ ,WVPASS=password
*END

To delete CRAY-l datasets, use the CRAY-l procedure DELVSN. DELVSN allows the
user to delete up to 9 CRAY-l VSNs. The first argument to DELVSN is the pass-
word associated with the VSNs to be deleted, if there is no password then just
a coma marking the place of the first argument.

Exanple: with password

DELVSN ,PASjSWRD ,VSN1 ,VSN2 VSN3.

eletes the three VSN volumes named VSN1, VSN2, VSN3 if they all have the
write password P4SSRD.

-11--
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Example: without password

DELVSN, ,VSN1,VSN2,. ....... ,VSN9.

deletes the 9 VSNs named VSNl thru VSN9. There is no password associated with
these volumes.

You may now delete either 7600 or CRAY-1 VSNs from the IBM 4341 by using the
EXEC command "DELVSN". DELVSN prompts the user for all necessary information.

As in the past, the SCD's mass storage librarian, Mary Trembour (ext. 450),
will be happy to accept lists of VSNs to delete at any time.

Verification that your purge "took" can be obtained by running the XLIB inven-
tory program TBMVSN the next day.

Zot - The Net R Prnge fr the 1TM-4

The next regular quarterly purge of VSNs from the TMS-4 will occur on July 10,
1982 (a week later than usual because of the holiday), and will affect VSNs
not accessed since April 4, 1982.

Purges affecting VSNs not accessed during a calendar quarter take place regu-
larly at or near the beginning of the following calendar quarter.

Users are responsible for accessing wanted VSNs during the current quarter, to
prevent them from being purged. As usual, VSNs on Dedicated reels and PLIB
(PO4xxx or PO5xxx) VSNs will not be purged.

Please consult pages 16-18 of the February 1, 1982 issue of The Record (Volume
3, No. 2) for further information, or call Mary Trembour, (ext. 450).

Neting of the c) Advisory Panel Sde =4kd

Requests from outside users for a total of more than five hours on the Control
Data 7600 and on the CRAY-1 must be considered by the Advisory Panel for the
Scientific Computing Division. The next meeting is scheduled for September
20-21, 1982. University users should submit large requests to John Adams or
to Cicely Ridley of the Scientific Computing Division by July 16, 1982. Eight
to nine weeks are needed for the pre-review of requests and for the prepara-
tion and printing of Panel materials.
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9Siry of Daily f ltin 1t

Below is a summary of sane items which have appeared in the Daily Bulletin
(the NEWS file for remote entry users). These items concerned systems
changes, operations procedures, and other news of general interest. They may
still be of interest to users and are listed below by topic and date.

CRAY-l:

May 17, 1982
TBMCXNV has a fix such that an error occurrence when using "NRLS" will leave
the file as being converted intact.

May 24, 1982
As announced last week,
morning. The new LOADER
having any problems with
603.

A C DEF
ADSTAPE
APML
AUDIT
BUILD
CAL
COMPARE
COPYD
COPYF
COPYR
CShtMAC
CSIMrxr
DEBUG
DSDMP
DUMP
EXTRACT

(not used)
(not used)

The following routines ar
tem directory:

the following Bugf ix 3 products are installed this
(LDR) is part of this set and is the default. Users
these products should contact Gene Schumacher, ext.

FDUMP
FLODUMP
JCSDEF
LDR
MDDSEQ
MJDSET
SKIPD
SKIPF
SKOL
SKOLTXT
SPAWN
STATS
STEP
SYSREF
UNB
UPDATE

Pe available, but they have been removed from the sys-

ACCTDEF ADSTAPE APM4L SPAWN STEP

The following routines are not affected and will remain at their current revi-
sion level:

$SCILIB
$SYSLIB
$SYSTXT
ACCOUNT

CHARES
COST)XT
PDSDUMP
PDSLOAD

°3-
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4341:

June 9, 1982
IBM 4341 TUITORIALS: A second revised printing of the 4341 Tutorials has just
been completed. These tutorials are designed to permit rapid and easy access
to the major features of the 4341 computing system. Readers who are aware of
new users of the SCD are requested to make newcomers aware of the existence of
these tutorials. The tutorial packets are available in the Consulting
Library, or from Greg McArthur, Room 17F (ext. 532).

TMS-4:

June 10, 1982
Dedicated reel users please save your write requests to dedicated reels until
the afternoon and evening hours as often as possible. During the day shift,
dedicated reels are only mounted in the read mode. Write requests to a reel
mounted read-only causes operational delays and reduced throughput.
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Sumry of E QR oxzterr use for May 1982

7600 CX1O4PUT2ER

MAY FISCAL YID
Total Average Total. Average

Clock Hours in the Month 744.00 24.000 5832.00 24.000
less Scheduled PM 23.45 .756 170.26 .701
less Hardware Downtime 19.32 .623 105.87 .436
less Software Downtime 3.67 .118 6.27 .026
less Environmental Downtime 0.00 0.000 9.13 .038
less Operations Use 15.86 .512 129.77 .534
less Other Causes 0.00 0.000 0.00 0.000

Clock Hours Up 681.70 21.990 5410.70 22.266
less Systems Checkout 2.60 .084 110.69 .456

Clock Hours Avail, to Users 679.10 21.906 5300.01 21.811
less Idle Time 105.65 3.408 923.69 3.801

Clock Hours in Use 573.45 18.50 4376.32 18.010
% Available Hours Used 84.44 % 82.57 %

CRAY-1 COMPUTER

MAY FISCAL YrD
Total Average Total Average

Clock Hours in the Month 744.00 24.000 5832.00 24.000
less Scheduled PM 11.03 .356 129.38 .532
less Hardware Downtime 19.17 .618 88.43 .364
less Software Downtime .25 .008 16.42 .068
less Environmental Downtime 3.95 .127 14.96 .062
less Operations Use .40 .013 '28.82 .119

less Other Causes 0.00 0.000 0.00 0.000

Clock Hours Up 709.20 22.877 5553.99 22.856
less Systems Checkout 11.52 .372 69.34 .285

Clock Hours Avail, to Users 697.68 22.506 5484.65 22.571
Less Idle Time 4.52 .146 99.05 .408

Clock Hours in Use 693.16 22.360 5385.60 22.163
% Available Hours Used 99.35 % 98.19 %

-15-
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Qamter e9:1zas Allorted in May 1982

CCJ KCRU
SCIENTIST PROJECT TITLE

Request Alloc. Request Alloc.

Theodore Shepherd Large scale energy 1.5 1.5 0.0 0.0
M.I.T. cascades on a Beta-Plane

Vincent J. Abreu The 6300A emission 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0
Univ. of Mich. and equatorial dynamics

Thomas T. Warner Extratropical circula- 4.0 4.0 4.5 4.5
Penn St. Univ. tion systems

Clinton D. Winant Coastal wind analysis 0.0 0.0 22.5 22.5
Carl A. Friehe from the CODE project
Scripps Inst. of
Oceanography

Syun-Ichi Akasofu MHD simulation of 4.0 4.0 4.5 4.5
Univ. of Alaska solar wind variations

at 1 AU

Mitiko Masutani Radiative transfer in 0.5 0.5 2.25 2.25
Univ. of Wisc. the atmosphere

Mirek J. Plavec Modelling of UW emissions 3.25 3.25 7.875 7.875
Univ. of Calif. in interacting binaries

Note: Resources requested and granted may differ for several reasons.

1. During the processing of a request for computer time, the applicant may
decide to switch from one machine to the other.

2. The applicant may not have requested the resources on the Control Data
7600 necessary for access to the CRAY-1.

3. A request may be supported at a lower level than requested because:

a. It exceeds the five-hour limit above which Panel review is required;
or

b. Reviewers consider the amount of time requested to be excessive.

-16-
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CRAY No. 104

T1OUBLE :

EXAMPLE:

COWEBS:

TEM4PORARY SOLt1IOIN:

T1RJUBL/DESI(N REPeORT
June 1982

Attempting to use TBMX1NV to get a non-existent
file fran one volume causes it to fail on a
subsequent attempt to get an existing file from
another volume.

JOB ,JN=FrRrSr ,US=803243610020.
ACQJIRE ,DN=FrROOl ,MF=TB ,UQ.
TBM4D0NV, I=FTROOl ,O=FILEI ,Fr=FrROOlO3 ,NRLS .
ACQJIRE ,DN=FrROO2 ,MF-rB,UQ.
TB ONO, I=FrROO2 ,O=FILE2 ,FN=FrROO2OI ,NRLS.

DLTDN=FrRO l.
DELETE ,DN=FrROO2 .
EXIT.
DELETE,DN=F rRO Ol.
DELEFTE ,DN=FrROO2.

The volume FTR001 contains two files, FTR00l 1l and
BTROlO2 . The volume FTROO02 contains twio files,
FrROO2Ol and FrROO2O2. Attempting to get the non-
existent file FTR00l03 from FTR001 causes the
subsequent attempt to get the existent file
FTR00201 from FTR002 to fail.
None. Avoid asking TBM2XNV for non-existent
files.

ORIGIN LOR:Fred Clare, Dave Kennison.
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Under certain conditions, CFT 1.09 may incorrectly
use the initial value for a variable after it was
passed as an argument in a subroutine call, even
though it was modified in the subroutine.

PIiGRAM MAIN
1=1
CALL BUMP(I)
J=1

3 IF(J .GT. 0)GO TO 4
I = 1+1
J=J+l
GO TO 3

4 CONTINUE

SUBROJIINE BUMP (1)
1=1+5
RET"URN
END

In this simple example, the variable 'I' was
initialized, passed as an argument to subroutine
BUMP where it was incremented by 5 and returned.
It should then have a value of 6. Between
statements '3 IF(..., and 4 (CUTINUE it was
incremented by 1, 10 more times, making a total
value of 16. However, when 'I' was printed
following the "4 CONrINUE' statement, the value
was found to be 11, not 16 as expected.

This problem
reported in
The problem
variables as

is very similar to one that was
the Dec. 1981 issue of The Record.

at that time involved using DO-
arguments in subroutines calls.

TEMPORARY SOLUTION:

ORIGINATOR:

Force a reference to the variable inrnediately
following return from the subroutine call.

CALL BUM (I)

1=1+0

Ken Hansen.

-1.8-
July 1, 1982
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T1X1BLE:

TIRXJBLE/DESI(N REPORT
May 1982

Bad code is generated by the compiler for the
foloing expression involving function references
with the same array elements as arguments.

EXAMPLE:PEJGRAM TEST

K = 1
QQ= SGN(V (K)) + Sc v(V (K) )

FUNCIN SGN(X)
ScN = 0.0
IF ( X .GT. 0. ) SGN=l.
IF ( X .LT. 0. ) SGNJ=-l.
RETURN
END

COMMM~?S: When the above code is compiled and run, it givesSCM DIRECT RANGE ERROR.
TEPRARY SOLJ]ION~: For the statement "QQSGS(V (K) ) +S( (V(K)) "

Substitute the two statements "TBM4P=V (K) " and
""QQSGN (V (K) ) +ScN (TEMP) ".

ORIINAOR:Robert Schlesinger,. Harsh Anland Passi.
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TIJUBLE/DESIGN REPORT
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The use of IMPLICIT DOUBLE precision statements
may cause range errors to occur when the first
character in the name of any subroutine called by
that unit has also been declared in the IMPLICIT
statement.

PIROGRAM MAIN
IMPLICIT DOUBLE (A-H,O-Z)

CALL SUB1

SUBOTJINE SUB1
IMPLICIT DOUBLE (A-HO-.Z)

REB.PU[RN
END

CO~?MMEN S:

TEMPORARY SOLUTION:

In the above example, subroutine SUBl was called
and executed. When an attempt was made to return
to the calling program frar SUBl, the program
aborted with an indicated range error.

If an IMPLICIT DOUBLE precision statement is used
and any of the characters declared in the
statement also appear as the first character in
the name of any subroutine called by that unit,
that subroutine name must be typed integer in the
calling program.

ORIGINATOR:

-20-
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Jeff Kiehl.


